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Antlers

Full Moon Ribbon

Opt for a touch of elegance with a
stunning antler centrepiece. These magical
centrepieces are lit by LED on a tall stand,
making them great stand-out pieces for
large events. The colouring can customised
to match your theming.

An understated yet striking theme, each
of the subtly lit orbs are nesteled upon a
beautiful red ribbon. Each centrepiece is
accompanied by Christmas crackers and
red napkins for a truly festive look.

SKU: 2341

SKU: 2345

Christmas Martini

Ice Cube

For a modern, chich look, our Christmas
Martini glass is the perfect chouice. Ideal
for corporate events and parties, each
glass is filled with clear crystal beads and
topped with miniature baubles. Each glass
is lit with LED lighting in a variety of colours.

Lit up in the colour of your choice, our Ice
Cubes are the perfect centrepiece for a truly
Wintery feel. A great choice for corporate
events, each cube can be customised with
your company logo, meaning you won’t fail
to impress!

SKU: 2342

SKU: 2346

Top Hat

Ice Lion

You’ll be mad as a hatter to pass on our
Christmas Top Hats! Set on an LED
base, our classic top hats are decorated
with faux holly leaves and finished with
a robin amongst pinecones and Winter
foliage.

King of the centrepieces, our Ice Lion is a
specularly sculpted work of art. Each piece
can be lit in a variety of colours to suit your
theme and perfectly compliment DMX
lighting and our LED ice buckets.

SKU: 2343

SKU: 2347

Frosted Tree

Ice Melt

Transport your event to the most
sophisticated of igloos with our Frosted
Trees, lit by cool, bright white. Each
translucent tree is topped with a star,
creating an eye-catching yet minimalist
look.

Perfect for the most elegant of soirees
our Ice Melts are comprised of tall, crystalclear vases, topped with a LED lit ice orb,
dripping with icicles. Each centrepiece can
also be customised with a logo of your
choice.

SKU: 2344

SKU: 2348
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Ice Pyramid

Pixel String Star

The perfect centrepiece for a Winter
wonderland theme or Christmas party, the
ice pyramid is available in a variety of
colours. The cubed base supports a tall
statuesque pyramid that really will stand
out amongst the crowd.

Our Pixel String Stars are both minimal,
yet deliver maximum impact. Each of the
pieces can be lit with the colour of your
chouce, ideal for award ceremonies.

SKU: 2349

SKU: 2353

Ice Star

Snowball Lily Vase

Your guests will have no trouble finding
their table as our Ice Star doubles as a
table number, perfect when set against a
fairy lit backdrop.

Bold, bright and beautiful, the Snowball
Lily Vase is a striking choice for your festive
event. Set on ice white LED bases, the
vases are filled with glittery white twine,
baubles and embellished foliage.

SKU: 2350

SKU: 2354

Iced Candelabra

Star Fountain

A fusiong of traditional and contemporary,
our Iced Candelabra create a stunning
icicle effect. Each tall candelabra are
topped with candles and lit from the base,
creating a truly magical atmosphere.

For larger tables, the star fountain is a
perfect choice, guests will be mesmerised
by this striking centrepieces. Each base is
filled with snowflake gems that will help to
set the scene at your next event.

SKU: 2351

SKU: 2355

Nutcracker

Star Globe

One of the most iconic and historical
characters of Christmas, the Nutcracker
is a fun addition to any festive corporate
or private event. The distinctive red, green
and white figurine is encased in a clear
dome, lit up from beneath.

Colourfu, striking and modern, the Star
Globe centrepiece is the perfect addition
to Christmas and New Year’s parties. These
centrepieces are a spectacle to behold; a
globe of stunning stars set on a tall stand
lit with LED in a variety of colours.

SKU: 2352

SKU: 2356
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Star Vase

Triple Star

The ideal centrepiece for events with long
table settings, our Star Vase is filled with
clear gel set on a LED base, creating a
bubble effect. Each centrepiece is topped
with gold star appliques for a truly timeless
look.

Because three is always better than one!
Our Triple Star centrepiece made of clear
perspex set on a square LED lit base, ideal
for corporate events, Christmas parties
and so much more.

SKU: 2357

SKU: 2361

Star Loop

Twisted Flame

The iconic Christmas star takes pride of
place in our Star Loop centrepiece. Each
star is suspended from a tear-shaped
structure and can be lit in a variety of
colours.

A true showstopper, the Twisted Flame
centrepiece is suitable for a variety of
events. Our DMX lighting means that
you can choose more than one colour for
your event tables, alternating them
for maximum impact.

SKU: 2358

SKU: 2362

Swirl

Winter Tree

One of our most popular centrepieces,
the swirl boasts a versatile and modern
design. Each swirl can be lit in the colour
of your choice to create a truly magical
atmosphere.

Transport your guests to a snowy forest with
our Winter Trees. A beautiful alternative to
classic party centrepieces, the trees are
available in a variety of shapes and heights,
delicately sprayed in silver and lit with cool
white LED.

SKU: 2359

SKU: 2363

Triple Ice Bucket

Winter Twig

Go all out with this unique centrepiece at
your next event. Each Ice Bucket can be
customised with your company logo and
table number, along with LED lighting in
your chosen colour.

Chic and striking, our Winter Twig
centrepieces will offer a unique and
luxurious feel to your event. A natural yet
modern style, each LED lit piece command
attention.

SKU: 2360

SKU: 2364
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Something not quite caught your eye?
We’re awalys creating bespoke items for our clients, so why not
contact a member of our team today?
info@thechristmascollection.co.uk | 0
 20 3633 6098
www.thechristmascollection.co.uk

